Editorial...

The above picture tells of the still-unmatted parking problem around Rice campus. The need for a new lot is still strong. However, since the Trustees seem reluctant to build a new lot, temporary measures are in the process of being taken. Now contemplated as the result of the Student Council recommendations reported in this paper last week is a one-way system around the quadrangle. The Student Council, Committee on Buildings and Grounds committee have been presented with the student suggestions. Action should be taken soon.

If the measure is desired by all the involved persons, then signs will go up on campus. The students will then be allowed to park on the right side of the road encircling the quadrangle. This will give greater and more convenient space for students' cars. The one-way signs will be a 24-hour rule.

Students will have a part of what they wanted. They will have gained, safer roads, more convenient and more plentiful parking. —AMTC.

Jordan Asks Clubs and Students To Contribute

"Contributions to the 1952 Charity Drive from organizations are slowly coming in," said Conway Jordan, drive chairman Thursday. "Organizations should put their contributions in the containers strategically placed around the campus or bring them to the C.A. office."

The drive is pulling into its final phase building up to the huge Charity Ball Saturday night. Telegrams have been sent to Texas inviting them to the CA office. "Contributions will be solicited and collected. All profits to go to the Charity Drive.

Rice's Parking Problem

Small Business Occupies Council In Weekly Session

The SC began its meeting Wednesday with three communications. SMU sent a thank-you note for the joint council luncheon; TCU announced that they have shown the Rice game for their annual student body trip; the Bonfire Committee chairman asked the SC to appoint two people to work in conjunction with the committee.

In committee reports, Larry said that work on Homecoming was progressing satisfactorily. George reminded everyone of the coming Homecoming and presidential straw elections. He also pointed out that Tuesday was the deadline for handing in petitions for the Fall Election. (Continued on Page 5)

Charities Ball Set; Tomorrow, Prizes Offered

Big prizes, hour-long floor show, informal dance, no flowers, are features of the fifth annual Charities Ball which will begin at 7:00 PM tomorrow evening at the BJ's hall, 310 Crawford Street. Admission price or drag will be $4.00. One hundred dollars worth of prizes will be given. (Continued on Page 5)

Faculty Urged To Vote In Campus Mock Election

Today students are asked to vote for Homecoming queen and in the mock presidential election. Polls in Anderson and in the engineering quadrangle will remain open till 1:00 PM. Blanks will be at the student's discretion. The faculty are urged to vote in the mock presidential election.

Paul Matterson, chairman of the Young Republican Club sponsoring the mock presidential election, said every member of the student body to vote today in order to give an accurate indication of Rice's opinion of the candidates. The following are candidates for Homecoming Queen: Pati Anderson, Jean Elizondo, Margaret McLane, Marie Cote, Sherill Carmichael, Elizabeth Feinblatt, Ellen Holland, Nancy Meure, Doris Nov, Jan Priola, Judy Goodnight, Virginia Goodnight, and Irene Zakrzewski. Cote and Priola are princesses last year. The queen will reign over the homecoming dance, scheduled from 9 to 11 at the Rice Hotel Crystal and South American Rooms with Buddy Brock providing the music and backdrops featuring the decorations.

Among the latest additions to the homecoming parade will be a float contributed by the student body club participating in the parade. (Continued on Page 4)

Give To The Charity Drive

RICE'S PARKING PROBLEM

Faculties Lecture

Nielsen to Deliver Hinduism Lecture

By Terry Maltsberger

Dr. Nielsen smiled and looked out his study window as he recalled his summer's trip to Asia. "On almost any morning, you could go down to the Garden," he said. "And find ten thousand pilgrims bathing there."

"Popular Cults and Theological Reflection in Contemporary Hinduism" will be the subject of this Sunday's Faculty Lecture, scheduled for the Lecture Lounge at 7:00 PM. Nielsen, Rice Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Religious Thought, will deliver the lecture. Nielsen was eight weeks in India, two in Ceylon, and two in Egypt. He will cover two aspects of contemporary Hinduism — the popular worship of the two more important gods of the polytheism — Shiva and Vishnu, and current Hindu theological thought.

Sunday's lecture will be illustrated with slides, and Nielsen has brought home with him.

Cheryl Madison will honor the freshman class with an Open House Sunday, October 26, at her home, 2331 Bellmont from 3 o'clock to 5. Wear sport clothes. Students are invited, but they must be freshmen.

VOTE TODAY.
The Best Man

Now is definitely not the time to be overpowered by the glamour of an individual candidate and go rushing off after catchy slogans such as "I like Ike" and "turn the rascals out." The United States knew far too little about the man Adlai Stevenson before his nomination for the presidency, but the nation has begun to realize during the course of this campaign that, while we all like Ike, the Democratic Party and its candidate are worth careful consideration of the full implications of these actions.

Such a careful consideration must lead to the ultimate conclusion that, while we all like Ike, the Democratic Party and its candidate are worth careful consideration of the full implications of these actions.

First consider the individuals involved in the campaign. The United States knew far too little about the man Adlai Stevenson before his nomination for the presidency, but the nation has begun to realize during the course of this campaign that, while we all like Ike, the Democratic Party and its candidate are worth careful consideration of the full implications of these actions.

The likes of Adlai Stevenson have all too seldom been found in the field of politics. He is a once courageous and humble individual who is forthright and honest almost to a fault.

When have we seen a man who has been willing to stand up before a labor convention and lecture them about the responsibilities of labor while seeking their votes, or has had the temerity to leave the American Legion about the limits of honest patriotism?

Yes, and he has even dared to stand up before Southerners and tell them his exact views on the burning racial and economic problems of the day, even when it hurt him. We may disagree with him on some issues, but at least we know where he stands.

Compare his speeches, which have been hailed as some of the greatest masterpieces of political oratory of this or any other day, with his of his opponent.

The selection of the president of the U. S. is always of momentous importance, but perhaps it has never been quite as important as it is at this crucial time in world history.

Therefore it is imperative that the American public give the most careful consideration possible to the selection of the man who is to lead this country for the next four years.

The Best Man

The Mendesian

Texas And Santa Anna Last Sunday's Lecture Topic

Lee Hodges on the Romance language department gave the second in the fall series of Faculty Lectures last Sunday in the Faculty Lounge. Mr. Hodges is a graduate of Harvard and has done graduate study at Yale.

Santa Anna has been a careful reader as did other leading figures in this lecture on "Mexican Notes and Personalities of the Struggle for Texas."

The French, Spanish, and English translations of the simple to take a walk were considered. The French, particular "Take Time Promenade," literally to walk a walk is very Spanish, to give a walk (Dar un paseo) is universal, while the Americans to take a walk constitutes the American character.

Mr. Hodges traced the historical background of the Texas struggle beginning with Moses Austin's acceptance of the Spanish charter to settle 300 farmers in Texas. The Mexican government was moved, he felt, by the U.S. desire for land to be a relief to the damage to the polity of free immigration, and the settlements the result of the important officials.

After discussing the basic land problems of the settlers regarding Spain, and the overlapping land grants he touched on the slavery and religious issues. The Mexican government he reported, has trouble getting Mexico to settle by Texas. The Mexican government he reported, has trouble getting Mexico to settle by Texas - the country is everywhere Spanish, to give a walk (Dar un paseo) is universal, while the Americans to take a walk constitutes the American character.

The selection of the president of the U. S. is always of momentous importance, but perhaps it has never been quite as important as it is at this crucial time in world history.

Therefore it is imperative that the American public give the most careful consideration possible to the selection of the man who is to lead this country for the next four years.

--The Mendesian
Volunteers for Stevenson on the
Columbia University Faculty and Staff
We Are For Stevenson because...

We believe that his record, his character, and his campaign give promise of a great presidency. He has discussed the issues with courage, candor, and eloquence. He has appealed not to unnecessary sentiment but to the other judgment of the electorate. The high level of his criticisms of the party he was opposed to but that it must be opposed in the scrupulous fashion itself a subversive act. He knows it is a method of doing things himself a note of hypocrisy. Senator

Affirmative Foreign Policy
At a time when every American wants, above all, peace and security he has outlined an affirmative foreign policy which recognizes that the threat of world communists has not yet vanished by military strength but also by such constructive influences as economic aid and technical aid to our allies and to people in the underdeveloped areas of the world.

His policy points toward peace without appeasement, strength without provocation, and patriotism without weakness. His statements have been consistent and responsible. He is too honest to promise drastic tax cuts and adequate preparedness at the same time. And he refuses to speak first as a candidate as his opponent has surrendered and he also values Governor Stevenson has not hesitated to speak.

Oppose Communism and McCarthyism...
Governor Stevenson opposes both communism and McCarthyism, and he dislikes to intrude with those who use the smear for cheap political advantage. He understands that an irresponsible denunciation is itself a subversive act. He knows not only that communism must be opposed but that it must be opposed in the scrupulous fashion that democracy and freedom require. He realizes that democracy itself is a product of doing things which demands fair play and respects the common decency.

As a candidate he does not indulge in vituperative attacks against his opponents; he would not open the door to those who would destroy freedom under the guise of curbing communism.

Clearly Stated Domestic Policy...

We approve Governor Stevenson's clear and forward-looking proposals on domestic policy—on civil rights and R.E.C., on tides and oil, and the protection of our national resources, and his support to agriculture. We particularly commend his courageous stand on the vital issue of inflation, which demonstrates again his ability to take a vital special interest in those things that must be said firmly for the common welfare.

We are heartened by his warm enthusiasm for the social gains of the past twenty years. We are pleased that his first response to the security crisis was not like his opponent's, to compare it with imprisonment. We believe his statement that every election would assure us of a wise consolidation and careful extension of sound social reforms.

Experienced Civilian Administrator
Moreover, we have confidence in his ability to act skillfully. He has experienced in the highly complex problems of civilian administration. He has tightened administrative functions, hopped off useless political jobs, exercised sound economy, eliminated special privilege in awarding contracts, struck a powerful blow against Illinois gambling and organized crime. He has extended notably the services of Illinois in education, health, and welfare, and has advanced in intellectual understanding.

Successful Fight Against Corruption
We also value Governor Steven-
son's attack on corruption in Illinois, and we consider him much the better of the two candidates to root out corruption in Washington. In such an undertaking the greatest asset any political leader can have is independence, and Governor Stevenson has proved himself one of the most independent men to appear in American politics. The Republican opponent has surrendered to the most evil elements of his party, Eisenhower has steadily, but principle above the search for power.

Rooting corruption and improving influences an evil thing in both parties, we find in the official Re-publicans' approach to the N.Y.S. case a note of hypocrisy. Senator Nixon's answer to questions about his financial support we found to be no answer at all, merely a diametrical monologue insulting to the intelligence. The failure of Re-publican leaders to recognize the moral issue in the case suggests that they do not know corruption when they see it. We are alarmed at the thought that a Republican victory would put Richard Nixon in succession to the White House.

General Eisenhower
On the basis of his public statements, none of us once thought that his candidature was for the sake of the party or of the presidency; it was for the sake of the country and of the party. We felt that this was too critical a time for the nation and the country to risk setbacks in our foreign policy or in our domestic life. We realized that with a Republican victory, which is a national sorrow—and an issue of partisan politics.

Governor Stevenson
Governor Stevenson has not hesi-
tated to take issue with his Demo-
cratic predecessors and has differed with other powerful Democrats. General Eisenhower has declared his support of all Republican candidates and his support of all candidates—good Republicans but any Democrat with any Republican, even if not Republican, even...

We do not annex our views in the spirit of those firmly commi-
ted to one of the two great parties. We believe in the wisdom of the citizen who picks and chooses among the candidates of both parties. We believe in the two-party system, but we do not think it can be threatened by electing a great candidate and rejecting a lesser one. We believe that it might have been a service to the country to re-
habilitate the Republican party as an agency of nationwide constructive leadership. We regret that General Eisenhower, by leaving its direction on its most undeter-
mined element, has thrown away his magnificent opportunity to do so.

Attend the Charity Dance Tomorrow at Elks Hall at 9-P.M. All Rice students and their friends are invited to this program, which will begin at 8:40.

Eulenspiegel numbers are reminded of the club's next social function, a.winter dance and dinner at MacGregor Park, on Saturday, November 15, at 100 P.M. All numbers, boys and girls alî, are requested to be bring invites.

The first presentation in the series of four outstanding films (three German and one French) is due to begin on Wednesday night, November 11, at 8 P.M. The series of films is only one for Eulenspiegel members, $1.20 for other Rice students, and $1.80 for others. Tickets may be purchased at the German department office.

The Canterbury Club will meet on Sunday, October 31, at 6:00 P.M., in the Fondren Lecture Lounge of A-House. The speaker will be Mr. Neil Nielson, lecturer in French at the University of Oregon.

The Rice Student Association will meet every Tuesday afternoon in the Fourth Presbyterian Church in Dallas, at 108 P.M. The meeting will be held in the Student Union and will begin at 10:00 A.M. The president will speak on "America and Christian Nationalism.

The Westminster Fellowship will hold every Sunday at the First Presbyterian Church at 5:00 P.M.

The Newnan Club meeting on Thursday at noon in the Fondren Lecture Lounge. Last night the annual Open House for club members was held at the home of Mary Ann Mowlesby at 7:30 in the evening.

The newlyweds were the Miss Mary Ellen Lovett Literary Societies and Mrs. Robert M. Moore, 1013 Templeton Ave., Houston, Texas, on October 17.

To Participate In Politiical Race

"Pick the winner," urges the Forum Committee as the third forum of this year. Adlai Scotton is the guest speaker at 108, Thursday October 26. A straw vote will be taken at the end of the forum to determine the views of those attending.

Speakers for the evening will be Kent Bendall, Louis Israel, Fred Roehr, and Paul Metzger.

Bendall and Israel will defend Stevenson with Roehr and Metzger championing Ike.

Dr. Hugh C. Black and Dr. Henry H. Young attended the third annual meeting of the Southwestern Philosophy of Education Society which was held at North Texas State University in Denton, Texas, on October 17-18.

Under the leadership of Dr.
Contribute Generously to the Charity Drive Today

Sportsmanship Congress Holds Meeting at TCU This Year

The Southwest Conference Sportsmanship Committee, made up of the athletic directors of colleges and universities, held its annual meeting on the Texas Christian campus this year to discuss the various aspects of furthering conference sportsmanship. Representing Rice at the meeting were John McKeen, T. P. Arner, and Kneel Ball.

The goodwill program was made by the A&M Senate this year. It was thought that lengthy prayers defeated their own purpose and it was decided that the committee not submit any brief prayers.

Also considered was increased publicity for the committee as a means of furthering sportsmanship. The suggestion resulted in this that it was a recommendation that the public should be notified of the formation of the subcommittees on each campus.

Next on the agenda was the consideration of sportsmanship at intercollegiate games. However, this subject was left to the discretion of the individual campuses.

The final proposal asked for a committee of one man to be set up in which the schools were judged on their sportsmanship. It was agreed upon a set of the standards with each ballot. These characteristics of good sportsmanship are as follows:

1. Athletic teams shall be allowed to play the game to the best of their ability.
2. Host schools will make every effort to welcome visitors on their campus and to make their games interesting.
3. Outstanding performances or plays by any team will be appreciated.
4. Victory or defeat will be accepted.
5. Outstanding performances or plays by any team will be appreciated.
6. Victory or defeat will be accepted.
7. Athletes shall play the game in the best of their ability, abiding by fair and proper conduct as determined by the rules of the game.

Second Parent Orientation Days Saturday, Sunday

Freshmen, new students, and the parents of both will take part in Rice's second annual Parent Orientation tomorrow and Sunday morning. The program is under the direction of Kneel Ball and Ann Arner.

Dr. Joseph L. Davie, associate professor of biology, and Dr. Edward H. Phillips, assistant professor of history, will discuss parental relationships at a general meeting of the students and parents. The Freshman Class Assembly also will be held at this meeting.

On completing the tours, the parents and students will be guests at a luncheon in honor of all freshmen and transfer students. At 2 P.M., the Rice-Texas football game will be the center of attention.

Charity Ball

The window of the CO-OP off the student lounge is the center of activity for the Charity Ball committee, headed by Laura Blalock and Judy Lenahan. The dance will be held Friday night, with admission free to any student without a card and $1.00 per person to those with cards.

The theme of the evening is "The Art of Romance," and decorations will be of flowers and candles arranged in vases, with a large red heart at the center. The entertainment will include arobe dance, with all the fun and games at a greatly reduced price.

Vote Today

Smeysens Records, Radio, TV

Sales & Service

4116 Kirby In The Village

threshing it out

To the Editor:

In my recent letter to you I certainly did not mean to be obscure, and my intentions were, as stated, to give young voters some information about the Republican Party and suggest possible lines of defense. In writing along these lines, I realize that followers of General Eisenhower have more immediate difficulties to resolve.

Some of them, for example, are concerned about the support given by the General to Senator McCarthy. They like Ike but they can't swallow the Senator. The General has said that he differs from McCarthy only in methods, not objectives, but of course, it is the methods which strike some people as so dangerous.

It must be admitted that Senator McCarthy has made no gains on his charges, but he has realized a goal with startling efficiency. General Eisenhower has come out strongly for the Senate, except of course in the South, and it can be argued that his first duty is to make use of his influence as far as he can and get himself elected. The same line of reasoning holds true in the cases of Senators Kealor, Jenner, Dirksen, etc., whose attitude toward foreign policy is so different from that of the General. It is merely Mr. Stevenson's good fortune that the Democratic Party at this time does not have to support any such candidates.

I would point out that the Republican Party is a big broad-angled affair, large enough to include both isolationists and Internationalists. It is to be hoped that it may eventually include, froth middle, great statesmen, many voters who are Republican in all but the same.

I conclude with another appeal to sportsmanship. The Republicans have been out of office for 20 years now, and even the 4 years previous to 1933 were not much fun for them. It has been suggested, humorously of course, that another defeat might drive the Republican leaders into a position of complete isolationism and electronism. Some critics say that is where they are now, but any fair-minded observer will feel that they could be much worse.

I am hoping that this makes my position clear. I am, Faithfully yours

Hardin Craig, Jr.

Where to Get More Details

"It's a little out of the way, but they put lots of Angosturas in the Old-Fashioned!"

Angostura

AROMATIC BITTERS

MAKES BETTER DRINKS

P.S. If you AnscurrC to marry the flowers, it's not an Old-Fashioned and that one of many another real, real AnhasturC is the dash you put in - to make the flower come out.

These Hands are Priceless!

They protect the American way of life... our homes, our freedoms, our future.

These Hands, sensitively trained to respond accurately to the commands of a alert and courageous mind, are the hands of a United States Air Force Pilot.

The skillful touch of these hands attunes the blinding speed of modern jet aircraft to effective missions in disputing any enemy. These hands are supremely capable of flying and fighting these machines with devastating effect.

These Hands belong to young, spirited American men (not supermen) who desire to live un molested in a free America... who want to enjoy the same rights and opportunities open to all real American people.

These Hands belong to our sons—yours and mine. Youth who must decide today how they can serve in defense of our nation and also better themselves.

To insure greater chances of their success, today's college men should be encouraged to complete their education and then serve our country best by enlisting as Aviation Cadets in the U.S. Air Force.

This is the choice of becoming either a Pilot or Aircraft Observer. After graduation as Second Lieutenants in the U.S. Air Force, they may earn the silver wings of flying executives and begin earning nearly $500.00 a year.

These Hands represent a man ready to qualify for this tremendous task because he is between the ages of 19 and 25 (years, unmarried, and in excellent physical condition, especially eyes, ear, heart and teeth. He possesses at least two years of college and the inherent urge to fly.)

These Hands shape the destiny of America... the difference between our survival and oblivion.
Saturday afternoon will see the seventh-occasion of one of the most interesting of grid rivalries in the nation. This clash cannot be described as a traditional fund in the truncheons of the sense of the word, but games between Rice and the University of Texas have produced some of the top story-telling incidents in this section of the country.

For example, take the incident involving Lamar Hall, the famous Longhorn quarterback. Hall collided with a Texas A&M fan who had been hit by a pass that went out of bounds and fell on the field. The A&M student was knocked unconscious and had to be taken to the hospital, but Hall continued to play and helped Texas to a 10-0 victory. Hall was later suspended for two games by the Big 12 Conference for his role in the incident.

Another incident involved Gary Swenson, a Texas receiver who was hit by a low hit from an A&M player in 1966. Swenson was knocked out of the game and later revealed that he had suffered a severe head injury. Despite this, he returned to the game and scored a touchdown. Swenson later suffered from post-concussion syndrome and was forced to retire from football.

The most famous incident, however, was the 1968 game where Rice quarterback Tommy Nobis was hit by an A&M player and was knocked unconscious. Nobis was taken to the hospital and later revealed that he had suffered a severe head injury that would ultimately lead to his death. Despite this, Texas went on to win the game 14-10, but the incident brought national attention to the issue of head injuries in football.

The clash between Rice and Texas has produced some of the most memorable moments in college football history, and the upcoming game is sure to be another exciting chapter in this storied rivalry.